ND owes city not to hold death march: Roemer

Dean of Students James Roemer issued a statement yesterday afternoon advising seniors against participating in Friday's senior death march through the five-points area of South Bend.

Roemer notes in the statement that the Senior Class is participating in the march despite the University's request that this march not be allowed to take place. He adds that the City will pay police overtime to bring a large number of police officials into the northeast neighborhood on Friday afternoon.

Roemer also warns that arrests will be made for violations of City ordinances, for blocking traffic, public intoxication, public cursing, etc. The police department must act under the direction of the University and the University will take appropriate and serious disciplinary action against those students involved. Those students face not only University sanctions but also criminal justice sanctions.

The Notre Dame neighborhood was incensed after the Alabama celebration, Roemer said. "This is absolutely the wrong time for the Senior Death March."

The Senior Class leadership may have been exasperated, but it was still a problem. Students were cooperative about cleaning up the mess after their exuberance.

"My concern involves the effect that the students' Alabama celebration had upon the neighborhood. The people who have stabilized that neighborhood have pleaded with us not to have the Senior Death March. We owe it to the community not to inflict the Seniors' Alabama celebration upon the community. The Maroon also will talk about the student leaders have pleaded with the city for additional crime protection and that was received. It is an insult to the City to march in numbers into that community and cause the campus police department to have to deal with the problem," said Roemer.

Meanwhile, the Student Advisory Council responded to Roemer's statement at a SAC meeting last night. SAC members Marybeth Marx, Tim Roman, and Chris Nurnelley organized the march. According to Nurnelley, the route for the march will exclude most of the northeast neighborhood. "Last year the Seniors marched to Goosey, which was in the northeast area, Nurnelley said. "Since Goosey is now closed, this year's route will be from Eddy street to Corby's. There is little residential area on the route that we will be coming through and it will avoid the student businesses. Marybeth Marx noted that the march is not intended as a protest against the [continued on page 4]

Eskimos fight for mineral rights

By Charles J. Hanby
Associated Press Writer

YELLOWNIFE, Northwest Territories (AP) — The Eskimos of Canada's far north, those inoffensive curiosities of old travelogues, are barging into the Canadian consciousness.

They want a piece of the action — a share of the petrodollars and about a third of the country.

"As an aboriginal people we have a right to control over our resources," said Michael Amaurook, paramount leader of the Canadian Eskimos, or Inuit, "which means the people.

The issue is urgent for the Northwest Territories' 18,000 Inuit as the energy industry is moving toward commercial exploitation with the oil that has been under the Arctic's islands and icy seas.

The Inuit say they are not trying to seize from Canada, Hoerdemann cited his service as a Keenan hall section leader and financial commissioner for the Keenan Reunion as qualifications for holding the office.

Gaining respect for the senate from students and administrators in the primary goal of Frank Tighe, who is opposing Hoerdemann in the district two race.

Tighe proposes to achieve this goal by "showing people that we (the senate) care about Notre Dame."

They hope this will give them what every other Canadian has, the right to a more direct share in the revenues from natural resources.

The largest share of Canada's oil and gas revenues goes to the ten provincial governments because the national constitution makes the provinces owners of their resources.

The University will take appropriate and serious disciplinary action against those students involved. Those students face not only University sanctions but also criminal justice sanctions.
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A Catholic woman youth leader confronted Pope John Paul II after an outdoor mass in Munich yesterday, attacking "too many prohibitions" in church teaching. The pontiff said: "I am not a coalingue of those who attack freedom."

The pontiff sat six feet away with bowed head and clasped hands as the black-clad woman, Barbara Engel, 29, local chairwoman of the League of German Catholic Youth, lected the pope in front of an audience of a half million Germans just a few hours before he departed for Rome. She told the pope in a clear, steady voice that "youths' questions on freedom and partnership are often answered with prohibitions rather than understanding." Engel asserted that young people failed to understand the church "because it clings fast to the doctrines of others, the claims of celibacy and the role of the woman. The pontiff did not respond to the public criticism. Engel told reporters her remarks reflected discussions by the leaders of the youth league, and "I believe my comments represent the feelings of its members." Her group is one of the largest Catholic organizations in West Germany, with about 23 million members.

An American POW was struck by a fellow prisoner, marine Pfc. Robert Garwood, without provocation while the two were confined in a Vietnamese jungle camp, an Army soldier testified Wednesday during Garwood's court-martial on desertion charges. Sgt. 1st Class Ish McMillan told a jury of five officers that Garwood, who was a prisoner in Vietnam for 14 years, struck McMillan, a care taker soldier now stationed at Fort Gordon, Ga. "That's a quick, short punch, but you don't want any part of it," McMillan testified. The third former prisoner, 38, came back with war to testify in the trial of Garwood, an Indian nation chief in Vietnam. They had been friends, abuse of fellow prisoners and attempting to persuade other Americans to surrender to the Vietnamese. If convicted, Garwood, 54, could be sentenced to life in prison and forced to forfeit $143,000 in back pay accumulated during his time in Southeast Asia.

President-elect Reaganeaglained the role yesterday of a Very Important Tourist, dining in a famous Senate hearing room with his Republican allies and attempting to persuade other Americans to surrender to the Vietnamese. If convicted, Garwood, 54, could be sentenced to life in prison and forced to forfeit $143,000 in back pay accumulated during his time in Southeast Asia.

The word "Mr." has been banished from the Supreme Court's vocabulary, at least when used in decisions. A lawyer for the court's employees, the court's nine justices have ordered that the traditional "Mr. Justice" designation be changed in all court opinions, inter office memoranda and correspondence to just "Justice." Brennan has become Justice Brennan. The justices did not explain why they decided on the leniently momentous change. But it surely will make things less complicated whenever the first female justice is appointed to the court.

Despite Church disapproval black Roman Catholic priest in Chicago says fit will adopt a black child to dramatize a growing need for their placement in adoptive or foster homes. The Rev. George Clements, 48, one of the nation's largest, praised Catholics personally but gently ex­pressed its disapproval of the adoption. Don Schlom of community relations for Illinois Children and Family Services said: "We have single adoptive parents. And we've been involved in the foster care program. And his efforts for adoption of whom 280 were black. Hundreds more are under some form of state supervision and ultimately will be targeted for adoption.

Generally mild today with little or no precipitation. Lows in the 30s and highs in the 40s and 50s.

News Briefs
by The Observer and The Associated Press

For those of you who missed it, Friday's Chicago Tribune ran a small but eye-opening item at the top of its early edition sports pages. The headline read, "Devine's return is little more than a rumor and aasley before four-season story was published, on February 1st, Three-month campaign, was published, but copyrighted no by-line. It said that Dan Devine was going to resign as head coach of the football team next year. A portion of the text read as follows: "The decision concerning the coach after Notre Dame plays Alabama Saturday in Birmingham. Devine plans to resign as head coach Tuesday evening in a lengthy meeting with university vice president the Rev. Edmund P. Joyce." In Alabama, both Devine and Joyce issued furious denials. Devine outlined his travel schedule for January as proof that he wasn't returning, and both men said the Tuesday meeting was held to discuss bowl bids and other trivial matters.
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Coach Lefty Smith instructs members of the ND hockey team at the ACC, in preparation for Saturday's game. (Photo by Tim McKeegh)

Like other candidates, Borchers emphasized the need for quality senators. "The senate needs someone who is responsible, vocal, hard-working, and someone who does not spout absurdities," Borchers stated. He feels that he is the man for the job.

Carney emphasized the development of the senate as a strong student voice. "I intend to increase the power and the mission of the senate. We must convince the trustees that it isn't a social organization but a legislative body," Carney explained.

The building of a new student center was also placed high on Carney's list of objectives. Carney observed that LaFortune was somewhat isolated, and that "the South Quad is somewhat isolated." Carney would also like to rework the keg and section party policies.

Carney is relying on his experience in high school student government and the New York "Boys State Senate" to aid him in channeling the student voice. He plans to make the senate a voice in the legislative body. I think this is where experience will help," Carney stated.

Jeffrey Newby and Thomas Weithman, both Planner juniors, are squaring off for the district four seat, which still needs National Energy Board approval, could be in operation by 1985. "We are not totally against development," Amanack said in a telephone interview from his office in Ottawa, but added the Inuit are concerned about the project's potential impact on wildlife in the islands and seal passages of the north.

Amanack acknowledges that the Inuit claim to some of the far north may be tenuous. "But the federal government doesn't live there either," he said. "Even Queen Victoria, who gave it to the Canadians, she never set foot on the islands." Another potential obstacle is Canadian Prime Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau. He has devoted his political life to combating the French nationalism that has long threatened to pull French-speaking Quebec out of Canada. Some believe that Trudeau, deeply opposed to political divisions on ethnic grounds, might resist establishing an Inuit-based territory.

United Limo, Inc.

Travel United Limo To/From Chicago O'Hare Airport

One Way Fare......$22.00
Round Trip..........$39.00

Deliver to your airline at O'Hare Airport O'Hare pick-up at Lower Level Carson Restaurant

Save over 50% on Round Trip To and From O'Hare

New Schedule:

NOW LEAVING ND BUS SHELTER
6 TIMES A DAY

This Weekend Starts
Early at
THE NAZZ

TONIGHT - 9:00 Rob Ling
10:30 Open Stage

FRIDAY - 8:00 "P" featuring: The Bustamantes Bill Burke Janet Deane Joe Rodriguez Kevin Quinlan 10:00 "The End" featuring Mike O'Connell SATURDAY - 9:00 Garcia-Marcello Band

... Eskimos

chief technical consultant in Rockford, IL, is a leading designer and manufacturer of custom engineered fasteners and precision cold-forming parts used in products ranging from automobiles and jet engines to railroad cars and household appliances.

The Vice-President of Engineering will be on campus Tuesday, Nov. 25, 1980, to interview Mechanical Engineers.

Camcar Division of Textron, Inc. with corporate headquarters in Lexington, MA, is a leader in design and manufacturing of custom engineered fasteners and precision cold-forming parts used in products ranging from automobiles and jet engines to railroad cars and household appliances.

The Vice-President of Engineering will be on campus Tuesday, Nov. 25, 1980, to interview Mechanical Engineers.

Sign up in the Placement Office.

[continued from page 1]
**Holy Cross Fathers**

University of Notre Dame

A community of faith and friendship where young men prepare to become Holy Cross priests.

For further information or vocational counseling with no obligation contact:

Rev. Andre Leveille, C.S.C.
Box 541
Notre Dame, Ind. 46556
Phone: (205) 879-0461

**SUGAR BOWL**

Way Down Yonder in New Orleans

Rooms and a LIMITED SUPPLY of Sugar Bowl football tickets available. Stand in line for your student tickets.

**GO IRISH!**

**YOU'RE #1**

Robertson Travel Post, Inc.
2732 Cahaba Road
Mountain Brook, Ala. 35253
Phone: (205) 879-0461

**...Death march**

administration. "We want to prove to Dean Roemer and the South Bend Police that we are responsible students," explained Marx. "I want to emphasize that we want to have fun and promote class unity, but we also want to be responsible. Ten Juniors will be following the marchers this year to clean up any mess.

The administration would not authorize our use of senior bar for the march this year. Senior bar was a major part of last year's march," she said.

The University had the opportunity for last year to be the final year for the march, according to Senior Class President Mickey Turzai. "We looked for cooperation from the administration, specifically Dean Roemer, in finding alternatives to the march.

Student Body President Paul Riehle extended a warning to those students who plan on participating in the march. "I just want students to be aware of the hazards involved with the march," Riehle said. "If you're under 21, it would be unwise to be in that area drinking.

The administration would not authorize our use of senior bar for the march this year. Senior bar was a major part of last year's march," she said.

The University had the opportunity for last year to be the final year for the march, according to Senior Class President Mickey Turzai. "We looked for cooperation from the administration, specifically Dean Roemer, in finding alternatives to the march.

Student Body President Paul Riehle extended a warning to those students who plan on participating in the march. "I just want students to be aware of the hazards involved with the march," Riehle said. "If you're under 21, it would be unwise to be in that area drinking.

I think that the city is overreacting to the distorted picture of what happened after the Alabama game last weekend."

Friday's march will begin at the Boat Club at 1:30. Seniors will then meet at the Circle at 2:45, and proceed to Corby's. The march will continue from Corby's to Lee's to Corby's, and then to green field for hot dogs. At 6:30 the seniors will march to the Air Force pep rally.

**...Senate**

A contest between Kathleen Kucaba, a junior transfer student from Northeastern Illinois University, and senior Mitch Feikes is shaping up in district IV, the off-campus and student council. Kucaba is hoping to use her experience gained as a member of a similar governing body at Northeastern in the senate. Among her ideas for off-campus students are an information center that would serve as a guide on where to live off-campus, meetings where students can air their grievances, and a newsletter that would serve as a communication link between the student government and the students.

Kucaba considered this third proposal to be extremely important in making students feel that they are not isolated. "These students are a part of the University, they are not a separate unit," Kucaba pointed out.

Mitch Feikes, Kucaba's opponent, also listed better communication among his goals if elected. Also, Feikes would like to tie the community in an effort to help solve the off-campus problems. Kucaba proposes talking with student governments on other campuses regarding the proposed "student neighborhood."

According to Feikes, the Off-Campus Commission is considered by many as a social commission; therefore, the only way to effect change is through the senate. Feikes claims that he will rely on his organizational abilities that he has developed in his tenure as An Tostal chairman.

Voting for the various senate seats will take place in the residence halls today from 11:30 to 1800 pm, and from 4:30 to 6:30. Off-campus students are to vote in LaFortune.

Group seeks singers, bands

The Spiritual Rock of Notre Dame is looking for musicians, singers, bands, etc., to perform Christian music (rock, popular, jazz, gospel, folk, or other) in an informal coffeehouse-type setting, on or off-campus. Call John Hupp at 233-3885 for details.
Exorcising a few errors

Dear Editor,

I enclosed the article “Nicola Speaks on Exorcism” (Observer, Nov. 11) as entertaining and lucid as Sheila Shunick could write.

Visiting a Catholic church one Sunday morning I was startled when a priest declared to his pew full of people that one of his parishioners was possessed by a demon.

I wish the priest had said that he himself was possessed by a demon that he is probably through for life (unless he can defeat the same demon in another context; a very infrequent occurrence). I have met only two Roman Catholic exorcists who were defeated by Satan two years ago. They were also given a one-year suspended jail sentence for possessing the possessed (who died) necessary medical treatment. (It is a victory for Satan if the possessed dies still in the state of possession.)

For exorcists there is the real reason the Church is dendogging exorcisms is due to the reluctance of a declining clergy? (An exorcism can be quite an unpleasant experience.) Even a victory takes something out of any exorcist. Or is it a dollars and cents issue? An exorcism might tie up a gymnasium for a few days to pass a few years (without any weekly collection baskets). Whatever the reason, it is not the famous quote of Our Lord, “Greater love no man hath than one who lay down his life for his friend.”

Finally, I would like to say that, regardless of Dr. Nicola’s degree in Philosophy, Classical Language, and Theology, I believe that Richard Rogers has forgotten more about exorcism than I ever will know. I’m sure that I have

Greg L. Curran

No parking at Morris Inn

Dear Editor,

I am one of those dutiful, uncomplaining students who parks her car in lot C-3. For those who do not know which lot is that, do not believe it is the one near the stadium — that is true only for early risers — after 9:00 a.m., C-3 is used by students who have paid to see that myself. As for seeing the “No Parking” areas, not even my university? Twice this week alone,

Lynn Joyce

Foodsales a ‘den of sin’

Dear Editor,

The other day I was picking up a pizza in one dorm’s food sales and besides the usual complement of sodas, munchies, and sandwiches, there were pictures of what I consider to be pornographic magazines. Although I believe in an individual’s freedom of speech and expression, I also believe in certain standards which Notre Dame, as a Catholic and Christian university, should abide. Christ tells us that we should judge one another with the same love our God with all our hearts, souls, minds, and strength, and love our neighbors as ourselves. A Christian school should be regulated in a way which fosters this love. Pornography is un-Christian because it inherently destroys the neighborly love of which Christ speaks by allowing people to degrade one another. Being a Christian person must be the basis for Christian love.

The woman posing in pornographic magazines is treated as a mere object of men’s physical desires and to the exclusion of her soul, spirit, and mind. Why should one acknowledge one aspect of her person to the detriment of her God given soul, spirit, and mind? A man who wants to view pornography views the woman with base, animal desires. He does not see her as a person but as an object of his lust.

Garry Trudeau

The Observer

The Observer is an independent newspaper published by the students of the University of Notre Dame de la Lac and Saint Mary’s College. It does not necessarily reflect the policies of the administration of either institution. The news is reported as accurately and as objectively as possible. Editorials represent the opinion of a majority of the Editorial Board. Comments, opinions, and letters are the views of their authors. Column space is available to all members of the community, and the free expression of varying opinions on campus, through letters, is encouraged associated with the library staff. First it was the prison-like guard with the second floor, and today the uncomproimmunizing woman in the reserve book room. All I want is a little respect. Treat me like a person if you find it too hard to treat me like an adult.

Thomas Stealy

Irony at ND?

Dear Editor,

We are all disappointed compels... having heard reactions among faculty to Dr. David Leach’s letter of insinuating counsel to Dr. Charles Rice...I tremble at the thought that the word “irony” is beyond the reach of some in the Notre Dame community. The thought leads to melancholy so that I am

Regretfully,

Anthony Kerregan

No respect in library

Dear Editor,

I’ve just about had it. When are students on this campus going to be given a little of the respect that they deserve from employees of this university? Twice this week alone, I’ve been treated badly by persons

Lynn Joyce
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Cover collecting: growing with the changes

Tim Neely

Are you a fan of Foreigner and/or Lynyrd Skynyrd and/or the Rolling Stones? If so, then you probably own a valuable record. For assorted reasons, the record companies of these groups decided to change album covers. Usually, record companies change album covers because a segment of the listening audience finds the covers objectionable. The most famous of these cases was the position of Alice Cooper's hand on the original "Love It to Death," made or semi-made bodies that cover the eyes, the grotesque (a famous case will be mentioned) and other minor legal suits (e.g. Rose Royce's "In Full Love It to Death," which used the official Rolls-Royce insignia without permission) have all prompted alterations in LP jackets.

Sometimes covers are changed for clarity — e.g. adding the album title to assorted reasons, the record companies of these groups decided to change album covers. Usually, record companies change album covers because a segment of the listening audience finds the covers objectionable. The most famous of these cases was the position of Alice Cooper's hand on the original "Love It to Death," made or semi-made bodies that cover the eyes, the grotesque (a famous case will be mentioned) and other minor legal suits (e.g. Rose Royce's "In Full

Lynyrd Skynyrd and/or the Rolling valuable record. For assorted reasons, Bloom, One was the first album cover to be
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Frank Zappa zaps the ACC

When Frank Zappa and his band took the stage last Friday at the ACC, the first thing from his mouth was rather typical of his off-beat style. Reconstructing a scene from one of his favorite movies, he chose four letter words here and there, Zappa stated that if anyone threw a Cyrille (a buzz saw, a phaser, or a phosphorescent cylinder) onto the stage, the band would promptly leave. Another more constant notice to the crowd was the reminder that the cover from the open air, then lower cover. Another more...the rest. If removal is not done...you have one and wish to remove the top cover, there are two ways to do it. The area of Ringo's sweater will show easily around stage that characterizes many constan...noticeable. During the opening scene. The usually wild, inane, and down-right crazy Zappa seemed sedate, almost an antithesis of the image that has grown around him. Approximately one-half to two-thirds of the show was spent on some of Zappa's more obvious songs, such as "Apostrophe," while the third of the show was spent on some of his more obscure songs, such as "Apostrophe." Zappa played in the second half of his show. The main body of the concert was really a hot version of "The Cradle Will Rock." With Anthony playing keyboards, the album could become incendiary banter (what else?), the band rushed for once behind the momentarily alive Roth, who excitedly shouted, "Who gives a damn about Junior's grades?" No other song matched this one in intensity, not even "You Really Got Me" (Roth forgot words here too), and the first encore of "Ice Cream Man" was decidedly unexplosive. Noticably omitted from the concert was several personal Van Halen favorites, such as "Feel Your Love Tonight." "Somebody Get Me a Doctor," "Beautiful Girls," and "Romero's Delight." They probably would have been ruined by the band's lack of inspiration anyway. It was an irrestiable not easily described, but easily perceived by Van Halen followers, and a show with great potential became an even greater letdown. Author's Note: There are no pictures accompanying the Van Halen review because hard band frustrates irepressible permission for Observer's photographer John Macar to shoot the concert.

Van Halen rocks, sorta...

Billed as the "1980 Invasion," Van Halen likes to storm a concert hall the same way an Army battalion overcomes an enemy beachhead — by force. Indeed, the band took the stage last night in the manner as Robert DuVall's combat unit in Coppola's "Apocalypse Now," with Wagner's "Rule of the Valhalla" thundering overhead. There was fire — no qualms. "The Legend of Heroes," a collection of victory, which was within their grasp, ultimately eluded both DuVall and Van Halen.

Singer David Lee Roth was one of the night's major disappointments. He showed up, sang with much plentiful, his voice was neither strong nor fragile, and his memory was worse. He forgot lyrics often, and he even read some of his own songs, admitting finally on "Jamie's Crying," he had trouble remembering the words. Most bands would usually look over at the culprit, shake their heads and go on, but Van Halen, probably used to this by now, didn't even bat an eye. As Roth goes, apparently so goes Van Halen. His enthusiasm and chatter with the crowd was forced, and he wasn't able to summon up the desire to really excite. Two songs from his upcoming album, "Runnin With the Devil," "Ain't Talkin Bout Love," "Dance the Night Away" and "Bing! Body Wants Some" were rendered mechanically, with little alteration from the original arrangements. Only Eddie Van Halen, with his occasional, amusing digressions and desire to go for the real thing, always seemed willing to try, even he but he was able to inspire the band to greater heights.

When the rest of the band left the stage for a few minutes, Eddie was finally able to indulge himself. Besides his outstanding talent for free-tapping, he again explored the musical possibilities of feedback and other distortion techniques, much like Jimi Hendrix did at Woodstock and Monterey long ago. Not every- thing worked, but Eddie's originality and desire kept things from becoming boring. He even coaxed some remarkable sounds out of his guitar, most notably a great replication of the explosive strings of a cello.

The other highlight of the show was a hot version of "The Cradle Will Rock." With Anthony playing keyboards...incendiary banter (what else?), the band rushed for once behind the momentarily alive Roth, who excitedly shouted, "Who gives a damn about Junior's grades?" No other song matched this one in intensity, not even "You Really Got Me" (Roth forgot words here too), and the first encore of "Ice Cream Man" was decided explo...unexplosive. Noticably omitted from the concert was several personal Van Halen favorites, such as "Feel Your Love Tonight." "Somebody Get Me a Doctor," "Beautiful Girls," and "Romero's Delight." They probably would have been ruined by the band's lack of inspiration anyway. It was an irrestiable not easily described, but easily perceived by Van Halen followers, and a show with great potential became an even greater letdown. Author's Note: There are no pictures accompanying the Van Halen review because hard band frustrates irepressible permission for Observer's photographer John Macar to shoot the concert.

John Macar

Quiz VIII: "The Boss"

Beginning with this week's quiz, there will be a change in rules. Because I have had only two winners through seven weeks, from now on the person who answers the mor correctly will win the $5. Hopefully, this will encourage those of you who can get seven or eight correct every week to submit an entry to The Observer office by Monday.

Here's a quiz where fans of Bruce Springsteen can shine. This week I chose to populist power and offer this quiz on "The Boss."

1. Almost everybody knows that "Greetings From Ashbury Park, N.J." was the first single released. (a) No! (b) Yes! (c) "The Night" was released. (2) "Prove It!" was one of his songs. Name title and artist. (3) Bruce Springsteen is the work of the Grateful Dead. (4) His first album was released by a hot version of "The Cradle Will Rock." With Anthony playing keyboards, the album could become incendiary banter (what else?), the band rushed for once behind the momentarily alive Roth, who excitedly shouted, "Who gives a damn about Junior's grades?" No other song matched this one in intensity, not even "You Really Got Me" (Roth forgot words here too), and the first encore of "Ice Cream Man" was decided unexplosive. Noticably omitted from the concert was several personal Van Halen favorites, such as "Feel Your Love Tonight." "Somebody Get Me a Doctor," "Beautiful Girls," and "Romero's Delight." They probably would have been ruined by the band's lack of inspiration anyway. It was an irrestiable not easily described, but easily perceived by Van Halen followers, and a show with great potential became an even greater letdown. Author's Note: There are no pictures accompanying the Van Halen review because hard band frustrates irepressible permission for Observer's photographer John Macar to shoot the concert.

Tom Jackman

1. What was the date of the issue of Time and Newsweek that featured Bruce on the cover? (Both were the same date.)

The answers to last week's quiz is as follows: (1) You Bitch My Heart, So I Basted Your Jaw was recorded by Spooky Tooth; (2) A No! It's a Good as a Woman, is a Blind Hare was by Faces; (3) Anomus was the work of the Grateful Dead; (4) My High Wine Suit, etc., was released by Tyrannosaurus Rex (later known as T. Rex); (5) Girl You Ya Ya Out was by the Rolling Stones; (6) What Happened to Benny Santini? was released by Chris Rea (remember "Fool If You Think It's Over" from a couple years ago?); (7) The Pope Smokes dope was the work of David Peel (who also gave us the underground classic Have a Marijuana?); (8) Neil Diamond, belonging to or recorded by Peter Gabriel and Spill; (9) Unnameinated was by Pink Floyd; and (10) No! It's 15 for the Mamas recorded by the Mothers of Invention.

Tim Neely
Irish singer to perform

The Contemporary Arts Commission presents Joe Heaney, Irish Singer and Storyteller, who will perform Friday, November 21, at 7:30 p.m. in the Library Auditorium. There will be a reception following the performance, and admission is free.

FLOC Farm worker Sunday

In the spirit of Thanksgiving, become aware of and concerned about those less fortunate, the ND-SMC FLOC Support Committee will be sponsoring Farmworker Sunday on November 23. Dorm Masses and those at Sacred Heart, including one celebrated by Bishop William McManus, will be said for the special intention of the Midwestern farmworkers and their struggle for basic human rights. Collections will be taken at the Masses, the money going into FLOC's strike fund to support the families of the striking farmworkers. Information on the farmworkers' plight will be available after the Masses.
Bird leads Celtics to win over Pacers

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - Larry Bird scored 19 points and pulled down 18 rebounds Wednesday night as the Boston Celtics won their fifth straight National Basketball Association game with a 103-91 romp over the Indiana Pacers.

Two long baskets by Bird at the start of the game gave the Celtics a lead they never lost.

Boston steadily widened its lead to 15 points at the end of the first quarter, increased it to 20 points during the second period and coasted the rest of the way.

Indiana's strongest challenge came in the second half when they closed the gap to eight points, 65-57, but Boston then ran off eight straight and the Pacers never came closer than 12.

Pacers never came closer than 12.

Bird leads Celtics to win over Pacers.

Craig Chval

Her teammates will pat her on the head, and she'll sit down and watch the rest of the game. And the people who arrive too late to see her performance will mention how cute Notre Dame's mascot looks, sitting down at the end of the bench.

Guess again.

Since attaining varsity status three years ago, the Notre Dame women's team has played 69 games, winning 49 of them. Lally has played in all 69, starting all but three.

Last winter, the Irish were 20-10 and gained a spot among the nation's top 16 Division III schools. Lally averaged 6.2 points per game and was second on the team in assists and steals.

The nation's sports information directors thought enough of Lally's accomplishments to vote her to their academic All-America squad.

Perhaps Bob Scott, former Irish assistant coach, put it best when he said that Lally lived in a world of six-footers but just refused to admit that she wasn't as tall as everybody else.

Maybe that sounds a little bit corny, but it rings true if you've had the chance to see Lally play.

Looking at her on the floor, you get the impression that she does this sort of thing all the time. Very matter-of-factly, she dribbles the ball into the frontcourt. And before her opponent, who is invariably at least six or seven inches taller than she, knows what happened, Lally is long gone, challenging the six-footers under the basket.

It doesn't take long at all to realize that she does do this sort of thing all the time.

Amid all the hoopla about Notre Dame's jump to Division III from Division I this season, there were doubts. So she was pretty good against Gordon and Huntington, but what happens when...
There are plenty of good seats left for the game, and Phelps stresses that it is the perfect opportunity for those freshmen and St. Mary's students who did not receive tickets for the regular season basketball games.

This game is going to be really exciting," he says. "Poland has an excellent team with a lot of experience. Who needs the experience? Who needs the opportunity for those freshmen that are coming up?"

Father Toohey was one of the first persons I met at Notre Dame four and one-half years ago, when I was a freshman and he was a veteran who always had time to assure me that I wouldn't be homesick forever, that yes, classes were hard for everyone, and the bookstore is the building with books in the window.

Like many others, I was deeply saddened when he passed away suddenly. And, like all of his friends, I have my share of "Remember Father Toohey..." stories, one of which I'd like to retell here.

It happened on a road trip with our basketball team. You see, Father Toohey was an incorrigible basketball fan. He was a regular in the section reserved for Holy Cross priests at home games—when, that is, he wasn't sitting on the bench serving as team chaplain. He visited the locker-room after every game.

Digger called him "our underdog priest." He said that whenever he had to win a game against a favored opponent, he made sure Father Toohey was on the bench.

The game, at North Carolina two years ago, was just such an occasion. It was a "big game" in Digger's vernacular, for the Wolfpack was favored. It was a very important game for Notre Dame—a game the Irish had to win.

And the team chaplain was Father Toohey.

"I've been working on my homily for tomorrow's mass," he told me on the plane to Raleigh. He promised it would be something different.

It was.

"A road game," he told the team, "treats you a lot like life. You work hard to prepare yourself as well as you can, but once the real game starts, it seems like the world is against you—the other team, the officials and especially the crowd."

"But you have to rise above all of that because you really are coming from inside. No outside influences can get in your way—unless, of course, you let them. If you are confident in yourself as an individual, you can beat anything."

"God calls us to the same task in life. To be the best we can be regardless of what evil tempts us or things that try to get in our way. It isn't easy... things are bound to go against you, just like that crowd will be against you tonight."

"But you can rise up and meet the challenge because, like that crowd, it's only a bunch of noise. It's nothing but a show. It can never hurt you, or stop you, if you believe in yourself."

"And then you can win."
Sports Briefs
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FOOTBALL

PUNTING
G NO YDS AVG. LG.

Kiel 9 51 2038 40.6 121
Kiel 9 51 2038 40.6 121
NOTRE DAME 9 51 2038 40.6 121
OAP 9 51 2038 40.6 121

DEFENSIVE STATS*" TLM YDS PREP RGK

Crab 115 6.10 9 2 0
Totten 115 6.10 9 2 0
Zettel 777 6.14 11 2 0
Zettel 777 6.14 11 2 0
Zettel 777 6.14 11 2 0
Zettel 777 6.14 11 2 0
Zettel 777 6.14 11 2 0

OPPONENTS

23 5 2 60 63
23 5 2 60 63
23 5 2 60 63

FOR SALE

Air Force Gas and Students needed Call 4351 or 4654.

Air Force Gas tickets will pay top dollar. Call John 1499.

NEED many student TIX for Air Force Game. Call 322-2908.

NEED STUDENT TIX for Air Force game Call Ann 277-8037.

NEED STUDENT TO ATTEND Air Force Game Call 277-8037.

UNWANTED

NEED 3 to报记者B.Y.L. for I.G. would be thirty five.

NEED BOOZE knob to your 1980 model car. Call 337-3754.

NEED TO-HO KANSAS City MSU Game Call 253-3456.

SMALL CAR PAY. CALL 1095.

NEED an Arm Chop for your arm Chop. Call 345-1234.

WANTED

NEED TO PAY FOR STUDY HELPERS. CALL 787-6259.

NEED TO PAY FOR STUDY HELPERS. CALL 787-6259.

NEED TO PAY FOR STUDY HELPERS. CALL 787-6259.

NEED TO PAY FOR STUDY HELPERS. CALL 787-6259.

LOST/FOUND

NEED REALIScope Company. 

NEED REALIScope Company. 

NEED REALIScope Company.

NEED REALIScope Company.

m A WANTED

NEED additional help in the classroom. Call 4654.

NEED additional help in the classroom. Call 4654.

NEED additional help in the classroom. Call 4654.

NEED additional help in the classroom. Call 4654.

FALL SPORTS

ATTENTION SPORTS STAFFERS: THERE WILL BE A MEETING TODAY AT 6:30 PM.

NEED $200.00 TO PAY FOR STATION. Call Ann 277-8037.

PERSONALS

BOOMERANING MEET UP INSTEAD OF SATURDAY, MARCH 6, AT 5:00 PM. CALL 253-8525.

MICHIGAN, WEEKLY CLUB SKIING FRIDAY NIGHTS. CALL 253-8525.

MICHIGAN, WEEKLY CLUB SKIING FRIDAY NIGHTS. CALL 253-8525.

MICHIGAN, WEEKLY CLUB SKIING FRIDAY NIGHTS. CALL 253-8525.

MICHIGAN, WEEKLY CLUB SKIING FRIDAY NIGHTS. CALL 253-8525.
### Breen-Phillips defeats title challenger Farley

**Trailing 12-8 at the half, a determined Breen-Phillips squad bounced back and scored 16 unanswered points to down previously unbeaten Farley 24-12 in women's interhall football last night, marking the second straight year BP has won the flag title.**

In the game's opening drive, Farley's Kim Huot scrambled 45 yards to give her team a 6-0 lead. Farley's defense took over and forced Breen-Phillips to punt on their first possession, but a fumble on the return gave BP the ball in Farley territory. From there, Kathy McMahon took it in on a sweep, and a successful point conversion run by Kathy Walsh put BP in front 6-0.

Farley came right back on their next possession, when quarterback Codry Battel tossed a 5 yard strike to Huot at the first half ended.

The second half's opening play proved to be the turning point in last night's contest, as McMahon broke loose from the Farley defense and bolted 90 yards for a Breen-Phillips touchdown. Another successful conversion run by Walsh put BP up 8-0, for the good, 16-0.

Breen-Phillips' defense stiffened, forcing Farley to give the ball right back. The BP offense wasted no time, sending Keely Thees down the 40 yard line. Quarterback Karen Fleck completed a pass to Peggy Owens for the conversion.

Farley had ample opportunity to score late in the second half, but fumbles by BP's Jan Schlaff and Karen Alig thwarted the drives.

The victory avenged BP's overtime loss to Farley in the season opener. Breen-Phillips will face a squad from Saint Mary's during An Tostal this spring.

---

### Rozelle to speak to congress

**WASHINGTON (AP) — Commissioner Pete Rozelle of the National Football League will tell Congress today there is no need for federal legislation to provide criminal penalties for players using excessive violence during a sports event.**

Rozelle heads the list of officials from the major sports leagues who will appear before the second hearing of a House crime subcommittee, chaired by Rep. John Conyers Jr., D-Mich., on the bill that would penalize a player, if found guilty of using excessive violence, up to a $5,000 fine or a year in jail, or both.

Rozelle's position, as stated in a memorandum to the committee before the first hearing, is that "the NFL has the authority, and the knowledge, of what they can do," and that federal legislation is not necessary for the NFL to police itself.

In that vein, Rozelle was to testify a day after Chicago Bears safety Doug Plank was in the commissioner's office to appeal a $1,000 fine levied for "spearing" Tampa Bay tight end Jimmie Giles in a nationally televised Oct. 6 Monday night game.